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Your shopping basket is empty. Honda S car warning lights, car warning symbols such as
engine management light, ABS light, airbag light this guide will help you. We have created this
Honda S dashboard lights meaning guide and will show you how to deal with an engine light,
airbag warning light, ABS light and all of the other car warning signs on your dashboard. You
might need to buy a scanner online which will show Honda trouble codes and clear the warning
light for good. Continued operation may cause serious damage. Honda S airbag warning light indicates a problem within the airbag system and needs to be checked out ASAP. The kits will
tell you where within the airbag system the fault is occuring, and also allow you to clear the
dashboard airbag light. If it comes on and stays on at any other time, or if it does not come on
when you turn the ignition switch to the ON II position, there is a problem with the VSA system.
Take your vehicle to a dealer to have it checked. Honda S power steering dash warning light This indicator normally comes on when you turn the ignition to the ON II position and goes off
after the engine starts. If it comes on at any other time, there is a problem in the electric power
steering system. If this happens, stop the vehicle in a safe place and turn off the engine. Reset
the system by restarting the engine. The indicator will not turn off immediately. If it does not go
off after driving a short distance, or comes on again while driving, take the vehicle to your
dealer to have it checked. With the indicator on, the EPS may be turned off, making the vehicle
harder to steer. If the power steering system overheats while driving, the assist is reduced and
steering may feel slightly harder. Honda S oil pressure warning light - the engine can be
severely damaged if this indicator flashes or stays on when the engine is running. Honda S
direction indicators - indicates left or right depending on which way you are turning. Honda S
key immobiliser dash warning light - this indicator comes on for a few seconds when you turn
the ignition switch to the ON II position. It will then go off if you have inserted a properly-coded
ignition key. If it is not a properly-coded key, the indicator will blink, and the engine will not
start. Honda S Cruise Control dash warning light - indicates that the cruise control has been
activated. The maintenance main items and sub items will be displayed in the information
display. Honda S open door warning light - indicates that a door is open - please check all
doors. Honda S handbrake warning light - indicates that the handbrake is not applied correctly.
Check your handbrake is fully applied, the light will go out when the handbrake is fully released.
If the light stays on it indicates a fault within the braking system and needs to be checked by a
qualified mechanic. You should contact your Honda or independent workshop. View All Scan
Tools. Best Car Scan Tools For Multi Vehicle Scan Tools. Professional Scan Tools. DPF
Regeneration Tools. Service Reset Tools. Garage Equipment. Car Accessories. Digital Battery
Testers. Universal Diagnostic Tools. Mileage Correction Tools. Key Programming Tools. Car
Vehicle Tracking Devices. Car Warning Lights Guide. Image Credits. Our site uses Cookies to
enhance your browsing experience and help us analyse traffic. Essential Cookies are required
to make this site work, without them your browsing experience would not be as good as we
want you to have. Analytic Cookies allow us to understand how our users are interacting with
our website, any information is collected anonymously. We use the following Analytic cookies:
Google Analytics. Depending on the failure, the VSA modulator-control unit determines which
indicators are turned on. When the system is OK, each indicator comes on for about 2 seconds
after turning the ignition switch ON II , then goes off. Question the customer about the
conditions when the problem occurred, and try to reproduce the same conditions for
troubleshooting. When the ABS or VSA indicator does not come on during the test-drive, but
troubleshooting is done based on the DTC, check for loose connectors, poor contact of the
terminals, etc. After troubleshooting, or repairs are done, clear the DTCs, and test-drive the
vehicle under the same conditions as originally set with the DTCs. Clear the DTCs. If the
indicator s of the system stays on, connect the HDS to the data link connector DLC A located
under the driver's side of the dashboard. Turn the ignition switch ON II. Check the diagnostic
trouble code DTC and note it. Also check the on board snapshot data, and download any data
found. Then refer to the indicated DTC's troubleshooting, and begin the appropriate
troubleshooting procedure. For specific operations, refer to the Help menu that came with the
HDS. Turn the ignition switch OFF. Your Honda S is designed with a Vehicle Stability Assist
system which keeps you safe when driving conditions are hazardous. When the VSA light
comes on, your S may need attention in order to get this important safety system up and
running again. VSA is a system that helps keep you keep control in less than ideal driving
conditions. It has two main functions:. The light listed simply as VSA is the system indicator
light. When the light comes on, Honda suggests getting someplace safe and restarting the
engine. If it does come back on, it is time to diagnose the issue, or take it in to the shop. This
VSA light indicates that the system is currently activated, which means that it is actively helping
keep your S safe. If this light stays on at all times, it probably means that the VSA system has
been switched off. This is easy enough to do, there is a button that says VSA on it. Just press it

and see if this light turns off. Most of them do. If you do opt to purchase a code scanner, just be
aware that the cheaper ones will often only read the engine. The VSA uses the steering angle
sensor to determine if the vehicle is pointed in the direction that you are asking it go. If it is not
functioning properly, it will cause the VSA light to come on. The wheel speed sensors are
responsible for monitoring the wheel speed and send it back to the computer system. If one of
the wheels is moving slower than the others, but not as slow or fast as it should in relation to
the steering angle, the VSA system will step in and correct the vehicle. More than most auto
repair diagnostic issues, figuring out why the VSA light is staying on can be tricky. A good code
scanner is essential. Good luck! In other words, it corrects any oversteer or understeer. Triangle
with Exclamation Point This VSA light indicates that the system is currently activated, which
means that it is actively helping keep your S safe. Steering Angle Sensor The VSA uses the
steering angle sensor to determine if the vehicle is pointed in the direction that you are asking it
go. Wheel Speed Sensor The wheel speed sensors are responsible for monitoring the wheel
speed and send it back to the computer system. Conclusion: More than most auto repair
diagnostic issues, figuring out why the VSA light is staying on can be tricky. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Honda S Features and Specs Year Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain
Rear Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code NA. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM
Cooling System Capacity quarts 8. Transmission Order Code NA. Transmission Description
Manual. Number of Transmission Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third
Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio
:1 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 4. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior
Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches
Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches NA.
Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head
Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches
Cargo Area Dimensions. Trunk Space cubic feet 5. Steering Ratio :1 Turns, lock to lock 2. Front
Suspension Type Independent. Rear Suspension Type Independent. Front Anti-Roll Bar
Diameter inches 1. Rear Anti-Roll Bar Diameter inches 1. Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking
System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter
x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel
Size inches 17 x 7. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 17 x 8. Rear Wheel
Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches NA. Spare Wheel Material NA. Spare Tire Size NA.
Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight
hitch pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Maximum
Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb Weight
pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity amps NA. Lightweight 17" x 7. Crash Test Results.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Please enable JavaScript on your browser to best
view this site. Read on, this may be just the solution you are looking for to clear those fault
codes and save you having to go to a dealer and pay a labor charge. However, even after
boosting the battery we carry a portable booster just for such occasions and getting the vehicle
started, the ABS and VSA dash lights remain illuminated indicating a fault. This procedure
probably applies to many models and model years of Honda vehicles. After fooling around with
advice from various sources and checking fuses and disconnecting the battery negative cable
for several hours with no success, I found the following procedure which worked perfectly:. A
reader posted the following comment thanks! Note that the door will still close electrically with
the engine running as long as the slide switch is ON. Also, the doors will close and open
normally with full power control as long as the engine is off. I was very lucky found out this
article. Why Honda has this problem? They just want to make more people go to their dealer to
fix this problem but not the problem? Thank you very much Rob. Glad to be of help! If the reset
procedure does not work, your problem is likely more serious than a glitch and you may need
professional help. Often the problem will be related to ABS sensors but could be a few other
things as well. Hey I have the same problem with my TLâ€¦ my problem is I have a push button
so there is no way for me to put it into ignition 2 while the foot is on the brake. Do you have any
suggestions? No it should not cause any problems. It sounds like you have a dead battery. If
you have a weak or dead battery get that fixed before you do anything else. Any other problems
you have are unrelated. Raymond, yeah it sounds like you have a deeper issue. I think you are
on the right track tho troubleshooting the ABS sensors and module. Good luck! TSA system
prevented me from spinning off the road a few times while bringing the car to a safe stop. Did
try battery disconnect blahs blahsâ€¦Thank you Rob worked first time. Had the vsa and abs light
on after driving about an hour with abs always being applied softly when driving under 40 mph
and hard abs when stopping. Had the abs sensor replaced 4 times. Finally Honda found the
problem, the old abs sensor had broken inside the brake ball bearing. The rotation of the wheel

grinded the plastic abs part into the metal surface groove of the bearing and coated it and
grounded it down not allowing the new sensor to receive and maintain the vsa signal to do its
job. Pass this on. It will solve many an abs vsa problem. My Honda Civic DX sat one day and
battery was dead. After replacing alternator and battery the lights were still on. Thought it was a
bad abs modulator that was constantly running draining the battery. Did this and it fixed my
civic and car is perfect. I feel like I owe you money now. Thx for the help ROB, took a couple of
tries but cleared the fault and saved an expensive trip to the Dealer. Thank you very much. Yes,
thanks worked like a champ, but went to get my odyssey smogged and would not pass, needed
to do a drive cycle. Took 3 attempts of pushing through my increasingly challenged dexterity,
failing eyesight and creaky old bones, but finally cleared the low voltage code in my Odyssey. I
was not going to try a 4th time, so got lucky. Thank goodness for people like you!!! Great I
found this. Thank you. Yes thank you! At work last one to leave late and of course I have a
paper clip in my purse! THe photos are not loading any chance you could send them again, so
that I know which boxes are 4 and 9? Try it now. We have been having a lot of problems lately
with Google photos. What browser are you using? Let me know if it works ok nowâ€¦. Can you
also send me the pictures? I need to try this on my own before I take it to a dealership. Thank
you! This worked for my Honda Accord. I had turned the car on to use the power steering while
the brake calipers were unbolted. I think this triggered the indicators. This video helped me to
reset the indicator lights. Could be, but it would seem unlikely that a fuse would blow during
this process. First make sure the switch for the sliding doors is turned to the on position. The
switch is above the two sliding door buttons on the left side of the dash, see last photo in the
blog post. Next, open and close all the doors, then start up the car and try again. Seems to me,
immediately after the reset, or a battery disconnect, the door motors would not work, but after a
couple of ignition cycles they went back to normal. Thanks for providing such great value. After
a couple of attempts, I was able to reset and clear out the abs and traction light. Thanks once
again Rob. Thank you for publishing these instructions. Just a heads up to future readers. The
ABS light would go off the first time as the instructions describe but would not come back on.
However, I kept trying. I do think, because I was becoming more familiar with the instructions,
that I was releasing the brake pedal quicker after the ABS light went off on the last try so
perhaps that made a difference. Shawn, thanks for describing your experience and letting us
know you finally got it to workâ€¦. Thanks for the big help. Thank you Guys! Herman, thanks for
the details of your experience! Appreciate your comment! This is miraculous! Had this problem
today after getting my battery replaced. I knew it would cause problems, so I went out in the rain
tonight to fix it. Thank you SO much for this awesome information. Sorry, I lost your message.
Should not affect the engine as far as I know, perhaps you have some other or an additional
issue of some kind. Aaron, sorry your message got lost, are you still having problems seeing
the photos? I thought I fixed that issueâ€¦. Today is Jan. Has anyone tried this on a Honda
Odyssey Touring Elite. Lights are on for us after we had to jump our battery. Read in another
thread that someone blew fuses trying this method on a 4th Gen Odyssey. Mine is a and it
worked fine. Only way I can think of blowing a fuse is if you short the wrong pins on the OBD
connector. You have no idea how satisfying it is to get a comment like this from you and so
many others. So glad it helped. Pay it forwardâ€¦ Cheers, Rob. I followed your steps and it
worked perfectly! Released the brake quickly. Saved me a trip back to the dealer! I was leaving a
doctors app. Dead battery. ABS, slippery, and brake. I followed your directions and got er on the
first try. Rob for passing along your handy information! Take care, Randy. So glad the fix
worked for both of you! Absolutley loving it that they have been reset without a visit to a Honda
main dealer. Thanks a million Rob not only you save me money but time and aggravation. God
bless you Thanks again. Rob, spot on! This was exactly the solution I was looking for. Thank
you, I appreciate you sharing this very helpful information. Need help attempted this procedure
and apparently has completely messed something up after doing the pin in the OBD my brake
pedal has no vacuum to it my van will not start and I cannot get it to shift out of park. What have
I done what do I need to do to fix this I have too many kids to not have my van. Caryn, sorry but
it sounds like you need to visit a repair shop, the problem appears to be more involved than just
a simple glitch. Keep in mind this procedure is to clear a harmless but annoying glitch that can
occur from time to time. If you have an actual legitimate fault or failure it will not help and you
will need to visit a repair shop. The procedure only worked temporary for me. It clears all the
lights but they come right back on as soon as you pull off. I have already changed the sensor.
But I had changed the hub barrings because they were bad. Kevin, thanks for the report. Good
for others to take note that the posted procedure will reset the issue if caused by a random
glitch, but an actual mechanical or electrical failure will require that the problem be repaired.
Pete, sorry to hear that. The procedure will fix the problem if it is just a random glitch, but you
may very well have an actual mechanical or electrical failure. This procedure with pin 4 and 9

and light braking worked quickly, thanks. Practiced once, got on 2nd try. Does anyone know
which fuse s I burned out on my Honda Pilot? I hope you got it goingâ€¦. A little additional
information on my pin 5 to 16 faux pas, the engine appears not to run due to the system not
being able to recognize the ignition key. It activates the imobelizer and can will not start until
fuse is replaced. Any other suggestions? Question before I have my hisband try this, my lights
came on after I was sitting in bumper to bumper traffice for an hour, accelaroration went to
heck. Made it home and when I turned on Van light was aoff but came back on a few miles down
the ran. Do you think this is the same as the issue you addressed. Hmmmm, sounds like
something more serious may be at play. Battery changed but those said lights remain on. Did
not have any tire pressure issues prior to low voltage battery but will go to shop to make sure
tire pressures are all intact. It worked great on the third time. The trick seemed to be moving
quick on and off the brake. Really appreciate the work you did on this Rob! Thanks for taking
the time to post! Recently had front and back breaks put on my Honda Accord. Also the Brake
light comes on and goes off after I stop. Everything worked fine before I put breaks on the car.
What do you think could be wrong? I think I would go right back to the shop that did you brakes
and let them resolve it. If the brake light comes on that could mean low fluid in the brake system
â€”?? Be careful and good luck! Hello Sir, Your instructions were crystal clear and perfect. My
car never moved, so these problems should not have been there so was sure, it is just a
computer glitch. Just followed the instructions as mentioned and in the second trial, the lights
had gone. Just for information, my car is Honda Accord 2. Thanks for the feedback, good to
know this works on at least some Honda products outside the US market. Took it to honda and
it was the left front wheel speed sensor that needed replacing. That one sensor feeds
information to all these systems. Your solution worked for me! Took three tries for me get
sequence right â€” then success. Another successful reset. Although, after the double blink, the
light did come back on for a second, then went off and stayed off. Tested starting up the car it it
stayed off. Love free fixes! Is it possible to destroy my computer bord? Pin 4 and pin 5 are both
ground conductors so that error would not hurt anythung. Is your battery dead? I followed the
procedure many times. When i short the pins i get tpms sign blinking also b â€” 51 code
blinking. Pls help. Khaled, seems like you have a more serious situation. Unfortunately you are
probably going to need professional help. Many have reported that they found it necessary to
release the brake very quickly after the light comes on in step 4 and 6. Sorry, I have no idea
about the tripmeter message. I just messed first step , did short on pin 5 and 13, now having
multiple failures , cabin lights , display, door locks, and some gauges. Pin 5 is ground. You may
want to try disconnecting the battery for a few minutes and hope that does a reset. Thank you!!!
It worked on my Ody after my battery discharged. Had to try three times bit it worked! This
occurred after I changed the hub bearing and the CV axle on the right front of my Odyssey. I had
to drill out the ABS speed sensor, but I did this with the spindle hub still on the car and the CV
axle in place as well. I did drill a small indent into the bearing race along side the knuckle area.
Found some plastic still attached to the knuckle inside between the speed sensor and bearing.
Cleaned that all out but had to remove the speed sensor and reclean and drill the holes out
better. While putting it all back together, I cracked the housing of the speed sensor but the wires
were still intact. So I figured what the hell. I placed back together with it being cracked cause I
special ordered it from a after market auto parts store. Every time I worked on the Odyssey, I did
disconnect the negative cable. After finding that the lights were still on, I special order another
ABS speed sensor from the dealership and installed the sensor but lights are still on.. Just saw
your article and looking forward to trying your solution tomorrow and pray it works. Wow Rob
you are genius. Not sure how you figured this out. Worked first time. I had quite a scare when
this happened as I had my family in the van and could not open the sliding doors. Just by
chance I shut the engine and removed the key that helped open the sliding doors. What a relief
it was not a major problem. Thanks Samir, glad it worked our for you. Maybe I just did a pretty
good job of documenting it. Thanks it worked for me on Honda Odyssey XL lights went on after
original battery failed and it was replaced in Honda Dealer. I noticed lights an my way home
from dealership. What is important during the procedure is released the break pedal
immediately after the ABS light goes off. Hello Rob, My Honda accord of hat the problem after
standing still for 2 weeks. The battery is 2 years old and he started quickly, so I am pretty sure
that it was not the battery. After your trick everything is back to normal. Thumbs up! With me it
worked after I release the brake the 3rd time. Indeed, it seems that it is important to quickly
release the brake after the ABS light goes out. I saw that the display also shows a DTC code if
the bridging of pins 4 and 9 is in the connector. This should say something about the rain
sensor for the windscreen wiper. Thank you for this great solution. Regards, Jan. The power of
the internet. Thank you so much. Fixed my car. You are awesome!! Thanks for sharing your
knowledge. I read somewhere to do a drive cycle which some of you may have to do after this

procedure. Glad I found your post. Saw your post and decided to give it a shot. Lights went off
and have driven several times and so far have stayed off. Did this just tonight on our Odyssey
EX-L. Thought I had maybe blown the ABS module during the jump-start. The sliding doors
were acting weird too not wanting to open and it turns out that was tied to the ABS glitch. This
reset procedure seems to have fixed both problems. Thanks for posting this! Hello Robâ€¦My
battery went dead after not driving for several months. Any suggestions are greatly appreciated.
My issue was a jump gone bad with reversed polarityâ€¦â€¦â€¦. Check your fuses first. There are
fuses, at least in my accord in 3 different locations and there are several for the components
you list. They are primarily under the hood in my car. I didnt suffer any fuse damage that I have
found so far. Rob, thank you for publishing this on the website you sure help a lot of people like
me. Own an odyssey touring and one morning I could not get my car started. We followed your
trouble shooting instruction and to our amazement it work like wonders. Again thank you for
your help. God bless you alwaysâ€¦. No beeping or attempts to open or close them. They still
work manually. Wrestled with this some more and thought about it a lot. The punchline is: My
mechanic was able to help me get this working again. And it was the fuses. Two of them!
Basically, when I did the short, I managed to blow not one but two fuses. But the door locks
worked fine, so they had to do with the motor for the doors and rear lift gate. I removed the
paperclip I was using, and had to reinsert it a few times before finally getting it to work again. In
talking to my mechanic, who I definitely trust, he was really clear that this could have been a
LOT worse. I would imagine other trustworthy mechanics that people who have relationships
with may do the same, or for a very small fee. That said, I do appreciate this advice and post,
and am glad to have tried it out. And it almost worked, no problem! I think if someone is
completely rock solid they are in the right holes and have the brake-depressing down, then go
for it. Read, re-read, read a third time, found a paper clip in the back of my desk drawer, and
headed out to the car with a flashlight. First attempt, it worked. Lights went out. Disconnected
the jumper and put it in the pull-out drawer above the cool box , Ignition off. Started car, no
lights, sliding doors worked as before. Battery has not gone dead since it was replaced. Rob,
thanks for reporting your experience! Agree, keep an eye on the battery, clean the terminals,
etc. Good luck. I am so thankful that I found your writings here. That really worked for my honda
odyssey k miles. You released the stress from those lights on not only save money. Thank you
ao much. God bless you. Rob, Both indicators stayed on right after I changed a new battery.
Wow, thank you Rob, I am so happy, your article is so detailed and the solution was also so
simple. This year I also had this problem and the indicated procedure worked for me but the
error came back fairly quickly and kept coming back in higher and higher frequency until the
lights no longer went out. Installed a new battery and changing the brake oil did not help.
Eventually the ABS pump turned out to be defective. After a revision of the pump Euro the
problem is completely gone. The procedure had to be carried out one more time to get the lights
out. Then I also felt a difference in the brake pedal. The pressure in the brake pedal changed
during the procedure. I had never felt this before. Fortunately, the Christmas tree is now out on
my dashboard. Greetings, Jan. Jan, thank you for your report! Just had to replace the alternator
on our Honda Odyssey that had caused the battery to completely drain. Once replaced and the
battery recharged the abs and vsa indicators would not turn off. Used your procedure using
quick brake pedal releases and lights turned and have remained off first time. I just fixed the
same problem with my Honda Odyssey after jump-started my car. You are such a genius. Thank
you very much! Hi my abs light stays on after i do the procedure and the abs light blinks two
times. Does it mean abs has a big issue or fuse problem? The abs fuse under the hood is fine. I
did the procedure on accord. The ABS light blinks two times but it stays on. I tried many time
Does this mean its a serious problem or a fuse?? I checked the abs fuse under the hood, its ok.
Rob you are awesome. This worked on my Honda Odyssey. Thanks for helping me save a few
bucks. Going to drive it a few drive cycles to be sure, but the proverbial light came on when you
mentioned low battery, which we replaced a few months ago. I was messing around at the fuse
panel and noticed a missing fuse which I replaced only to be nailed with the tdcs. Very astute
observation and remedy. I am a mechanic of 30 years , but you saved me potentially spending
way too much time messing with it. I have a question hopefully you can answer it. I tried the
reset procedure and when I turn the key to acc while holding the brake, the abs comes on once
and I let go but does not come on a second time to hold the brake pedal down. Try a few more
times, as many have reported the timing is very critical. VSA light has come on. Would the OBD
connector pin be the same as i have tried it a few times?? We were too focused on the sliding
doors and reset some fuse until we saw your blog. Fixing the ABS lights fixed everything. I hope
this helps I just replaced my alternator and this happened. I am gonna try this and see if is
works tomorrow. I already took screen shots of the steps. You may have saved me another trip
to the dealership next week. Please help, i was driving my car honda civic and dash board was

indicating VSA light and then car was not moving. Sametime enginelight wss indicating. I did
resart the car and VSA indicator was disappeared. But engine light indicator remains? Sorry, I
am not a mechanic. I have a honda civic EX, my VSA, abs and power staring light come on after
changing front wheel baring, does this fusing 4 to 9 obd work on my car too? Perhaps the ABS
sensor was disturbed or broken? I was able to fix the doors, but not the warning light. I scoured
the net and found this blog. It works on a push-start Honda! After scouring the web, I found this
site. After two tries, problem solved. I followed the direction you posted, pressed the push start,
stepped on the brake pedal, after the ABS warning light flashed and disappeared, my Odyssey
is back to normal. This worked great on my Honda Odyssey! If you are even in Saskatoon swing
by my place. I owe you one! My car is Honda Odyssey too. And both sliding door also did not
work during engine running. But I fixed all after reading your report. This simple trick solved the
same problem on my Odyssey caused by a drained battery. Mine is a CRV the lights stayed on
after the shocks where replaced, the one shock has a level sensor, mine was faulty I had to pay
the full price at Honda for the repair, they canceled the diagnostic charge at least. Hey Rob
thanks for the advice it worked perfectly so far!! This problem occurred on my Ridgeline. Hi, this
procedure is to reset a glitch with the VSA and ABS lights that happens sometimes, especially
when the battery gets low or goes dead. It sounds like you may have some other issue which
could be an actual hardware failure. If the issue is not corrected by trying the procedure
described in the post you should talk to a Honda service center. Sorry, I am not a mechanic, I
just had the glitch happen on my own Honda and shared the procedure to reset it. The article
was written clearly with great photos. No detail left out, and no fluff. Worked like a charm.
Thanks for posting this. Thanks Rob. Honda Accord with Push-Button start. Same procedure
with a keyless system. Is this a concern? I did what you suggested however car attempted to
start but did not, so I continue with original instructions anyways, at the end the ABS light
flashes three times and remains on. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. From There To Hereâ€¦. Facebook Twitter Email Print. Turn the
Ignition switch OFF and take the key out. Like this: Like Loading Works fo my honda accord
,you are the best thanks Loading Awesome, thanks for the update! Are they causes of gearbox
damaged? Sorry no, but if you figure it out please report your findings! I have same issues but
push button start. Any help? Got the same problem need help Loading Wow, scary, glad you are
OK! And happy to hear the procedure worked for you. It worked for me also. Thanks for the help
Loading Thanks for letting us know! Glad it saved you a few. Pay it forward and make a
donation to a needy organizationâ€¦ Loading Nigel, British Columbia Loading Glad to have
helped! Good info, thanks. I was not going to try a 4th time, so got lucky Loading John, thanks
for your report and so glad you got it to work! Thank you Loading Love it! Your solution worked.
Thanks for the sharing Loading Awesome, thanks for the comment! Let me know if it works ok
nowâ€¦ Loading Google, and no it is still not showing. Thanks for trying. Sent you an email with
the imagesâ€¦ Loading Can you send me the pictures as well? Sendingâ€¦ Loading Great Tom,
happy to hear it worked for you! Ty rob I fix it fuse blown out tyvm Loading Andrew, glad it
worked out for you, thanks for the update! Shawn, thanks for describing your experience and
letting us know you finally got it to workâ€¦ Loading It took three times in my Great write up,
thank you. Awesome, thanks for letting us know! Glad to hear it worked for you! Thanks so
much. I thought I fixed that issueâ€¦ Loading Thank you so much worked on my honda crv ex
after 4 attempt Loading Allan thanks for reporting your success with the ABS light fix on your
Honda! Do you think will work on Acura TSX ? Glad it worked for you, thanks for sharing! Pay it
forwardâ€¦ Cheers, Rob Loading I just did it on my Odyssey EX-L today and it worked perfectly.
Kevin, awesome, glad it worked out!! This is magic. Take care, Randy Loading Fantastic, glad to
help! Thanks for reporting your successful results! Frederick, awesome, thanks for reporting
your success! Anyone try this on a later model? I have a Loading Let us know if it worksâ€¦
Loading Fantastic I have honda accord 06 at the first try this work thank you Rob for the tip
Loading Thanks for letting us know of your success! What have I done what do I need to do to
fix this I have too many kids to not have my van Loading Thanks for the feedback! Worked like a
champ the first time. Thanks for the report, glad it worked for you! I just did the reset on my
Honda odyssey. It worked on my second try. Sergio, glad to hear it, thanks for the info! Vincent,
Glad it worked for you and thanks for the comment! I hope you got it goingâ€¦ Loading Mark, did
you ever resolve this? Sorry, no you probably need to get professional help. Got it fixed using
your method. Thank you so much! Thanks for the update! Do you think this is the same as the
issue you addressed Loading Evelyn, Glad it helped! Thank you for reporting your
experienceâ€¦ Loading JC, glad to hear it worked for you and thanks for reporting your results!
This worked for me! Wow thanks Rob. I feel so independent! Awesome instructions. Thanks for
the report Vaness, glad it worked for you! Thanks Man! That one sensor feeds information to all
these systems Loading Thanks for the success report! Awesome, glad it eventually worked and

thanks for sharing your experience. This worked for my Pilot after the battery died and I
replaced it. Thanks for sharing Loading Great, thanks for the report! Will this work for a honda
crosstour??? I just messed first step , did short on pin 5 and 13, now having multiple failures ,
cabin lights , display, door locks, and some gauges Loading Thanks for the report! Thanks it
worked for my odyssey. I want to thank you again. You are the savior. Glad it worked for you,
thanks for the report! Maybe another reader can adviseâ€¦ Loading Glad it all worked out!
Thanks for your update. Mark, thanks for posting your experience and glad you got it to work
for you. Sorry no, I am not a mechanic. Worked for me Loading Regards, Jan Loading Thanks
for the detailed info! You are welcome! Sorry, you may have an actual mechanical failure.
Interesting, thanks for the info! Glad I found your blog. Worked for me! Worked on 2nd try on
my Accord Coupe. Thanks, Rob, you rock!! Great, thanks for posting your experience! Is this
work in honda accord? You are the best, thank you! Clancyalu, sorry I am not very
knowledgable of the more serious manifestations of this issue. Thank you!! Awesome, glad it
solved your problem! But definitely be completely sure you are in the right holes! Thank you for
posting this procedure! It was very well written. Glad it worked for you, thanks for the comment!
Paul, greay, glad it worked for you! Greetings, Jan Loading Glad to hear it worked for you
Kenny! The abs fuse under the hood is fine Loading Hi, pleas help! I checked the abs fuse under
the hood, its ok Loading Great infoâ€¦. Glad it worked, thanks for the report! Thanks for helping
me save a few bucks Loading Fantastic, thanks for letting me know! Great info! Cheers Loading
Awesome, glad to hear it worked for you! Is it applicable to Toyota cars Load
2008 ford super duty f250
toyota yaris repair manual pdf
1966 honda
ing Highly unlikely, the procedure is probably specific to Honda. Hi Thank you it worked to my
Honda Civic coupe. Godbless Loading Thanks for letting us about your success! It worked on
my Odyssey. Great article, really helped me to fix this issue quickly and precisely as mentioned.
Awesome, thanks for the feedback! Sorry, no idea. Thanks for reporting your experience! Glad it
worked for you! Rob Loading Sounds good, might just do that! Thank you so much your
information. Have a safe journey! You are a life saver!! Thank you so much Loading Thanks for
posting your experience! Hey Rob thanks for the advice it worked perfectly!! I had the problem
with my Ridgeline. My Honda accord abs and handbrake light is on. Please help!!! Thanks for
this article you are a Dealer saver!! Just finished my Wife is happy. Appreciate the knowledge
and sharing. Happy wife, happy life! Glad it helped! Very cool, thanks for the report! Leave a
Reply Cancel reply. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

